
G.E. Smith W4AEO

Yes, I Built Sixteen Log Periodic
Antennas!

Part 1: Theory and tests.

The broadband. unidirectional HF log periodic beam antenna was originally developed
about 1957 (see references a t the end ofpart 2). Although these very excellent beams
are used extensively by commercial, military, and government agencies for both medium
and long haul circuits, their use has been rather neglected by amateurs. I have assembled,
erected. and tested a number of tixed log periodic wire beams since 1970 with excellent
results and would like to pass along some information on these very etiicient beams.

Fig. I . Doublet log periodic configuration. This will cover a 2: I
bandwidth, say 7- 14 MHz or 14-28 MHz. (a) has a 22 0 aperture
angle and gives about 10 dB gain. Note the criss -cross method of
transposition of the[eeder: (h) is shorter; with a 36 0 aperture and
abou t 8 dB gain. Note alternate method of transposition of the
feede r.

a higher gain are generally in the 10
30 " kilobuck" range. However. by as
sembling smaller. less complicated
wire LPs for the 14-30 M Hz range on
a "do-it yourself' basis, one having an
8- 10 dB forward gain (over a doublet
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Although these formulas can be
computed manuall y. several days may
be required to design (on paper) an LP
having optimum performance in a
given space.

3) Most amateurs feel that log
periodics are ex-
tremely expensive,
which they arc if
pu rc hased . T he
lea st expensive
rotatable types by
one commercial
manufacturer are
in the $ 1500 to
S3lXXJ range for a
rotary covering 6
to 30 M l-lz, ca
pable of 40, 20,
15. and 10m op
eration. Some of
these are used by
MARS stations.
Rotatable LP ham
antennas have re
cently been an
nounced in the
S300 to SIOOO
class.

The larger fixed
types for the 2- 30
M Hz range having

Reprinted from 73 Magazine. March
1975.

I
believe that the amateur frate rnity

may have overlooked or shied
away from these antennas due to:

I) Very little information has been
publi shed on HF log periodics in ham
pu blications. altho ugh there have been
several articles covering these for VHF
and UHF. (Listed in a previous LP ar
ticle in the September 1973 issue of 73
Magazine, p. 42.)

2) These antennas arc quite complex
and are highly mathematical. Several
pages of formulas , reference to log
tables and four or five graphs or mono
graphs are required for optimum de
sign. Thi s information was best
presented to the hams in the May 1965
issue of 73. Although this covered the
design of VHF LPs. the formulas also
apply to HE

The antenna manufacturers producing
LPs for commercial and military use
program this data on a computer. By
supplying the frequency range desired.
ga in required, etc., the computer prints
out the element lengths, optimum element
spacing, hoom length, etc., to provide for
maximum forward gain, front-to-beck
ratio. minimum beamwidth etc.
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Fig. 2. Vertical monopole log periodic - 2: I bandwidth.
Fig. 4. For method of transposing the center feeder see Fig. J(b)
and Fig. 6. Illustrates the four masts used to support the antennas.

2) The vert ical monopole log peri
odic worki ng against ground or a
ground plane counterpoise. Fig. 2 il
lustrates this type. also coveri ng a 2:1
bandwidth.

3) The trapezoidal zigzag or
sawtooth configura tion. Fig. 3. This
type, being more complicated and not
too suited for HF ham applications,
will not be cove red by this art icle,
which will deal only with the fi rst two
types.

Before outlining the construc tion of
the doublet and the monopole types, a
brief report will be presented covering
the tests conducted here over the past
four years .

W4AEO test results on log periodic
antennas

During 1970, the first log periodic
was put up experimentally here for
20m and 15m on ly, to be compared
with doublets and also a well-known
"store bought" trap vert ical for 40-20
15 and 10m (using separate radials for
each band). The vertical had given fair
results for DX, evidently due to its low
angle of radiation and its 8.9m (35')
height (at the base) above ground.

The fi rst LP was qui te simple, using
only 7 elements for 20 and 15m and
being only 9.7m (38') in length. The
back end is supported by the peak of
the roof, lO.2m (40') above ground,
and the forward end by two cedar trees
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Log periodic
types

Log periodic an
tennas can be clas
sified under three
general types:

1) The doublet
log periodic (DLP)
c o nfigu r a t io n.
Fig. 1 illustrates
this type covering
a 2:1 (plus) band
width suited for a
ham beam for 7
14.35 or 14-28
MHz.

,' .
, ,

is true of the large commercial types
havi ng a 10: I bandwidth or a sing le
beam covering 3 to 30 MHz. These are
63.5-127 meters (250'- 500') in length,
some even 203 meters (800'). How
ever, a 14-30 MHz LP for 20-15 and
10m having an 8 dB gain can be
erected in a space 1O.16m (40') wide
by 12.7m (50') long. If the length can
be extended to 17.78cm (70'), the gain

can be increased
to 10 dB com
pared with a dou
blet at the same
height. By ex
tendi ng to 25.4m
(100'), 12-1 3 dB
can be realized.

,,

BEAM

at the same height) can be assembled
for a materi al cost of $15 to $25 not
includi ng masts or coax, which will
vary depending on the particul ar site.
The largest 17-element 14-30 MHz LP
being used here. havi ng a 12-1 3 dB
measured gain, should cost about
$ 19.50

4) Many amateurs believe a fixed LP
requires a great deal of "acreage." Thi s

Fig. 3. Trapezoidal log periodics.



SWR Readings

LP #1: 7-
LP #2: LP #1 1:

12- 17-
kH' element element element

20 & 15 20-15-10 20-15-10

14,0 1.1:1 1.4:1 1.4:1

14.1 1.1 :1 1.5:1 1.4:1

14.2 1.02:1 1.6:1 1.3:1

14.3 1.02:1 1.7:1 1.2:1

14.35 1.0 1:1 1,7:1 1.1:1

21.0 1.01:1 1.1 :1 1.3:1

21.1 1,01 :1 1.2:1 1.15:1

21.2 1,05:1 1.3:1 1.05:1

21 ,3 1.15:1 1,4:1 1.01:1 I
21.4 1.25:1 1.4:1 1,02:1

2145 1.3:1 1.5:1 1.1:1

28.0 • 2.0:1 1,5:1

28.2 • 1.5:1 20:1

28.4 - 1,6:1 2.25:1

28.6 • 1.6:1 2.0:1

I 28.8 • 1.8:1 1.3:1

29.0 • 2.0: 1 1.01 :1

292 • 1.6:1 1.5:1

294 • 1.6:1 2.0:1

29,6 • 1.4 2.0:1

29.7 • 1.3 2.7;1

LP #15:
5-

LP #9: 5-
element

kH' kH, element
mono-

40 only
pole

80 only

3.5 1,2:1 7.0 1.05:1

3.6 1,2:1 7.1 1.05:1

3.7 1.1:1 72 1.0 1:1

3,.8 1.2:1 7.3 1.1 :1

I 3.9 1.4:1 • •

4.0 1.25:1 • • I
' Not applicab le.

Also see SWR readings tor monopole LPs in
August 1973 issue of 73, pp. 23·24.

Table 1. SWR readings.

about I I A m (45") high . It IS beamed
south. as I had been work ing friends in
South and Central America also inter-
ested • • beam antennas.10 rrnprovmg
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They were capable of making good
comparisons with the non-gain antennas
previously used.

The results of these fi rst tests
amazed me and also the stations being
worked. Reports on the non-gain an
tennas (at the same height as the LP)
normally gave reports of S8-9 on 20m
fro m these stat ions. I used a popular
transceiver operated "barefoot' Switch
ing to the LP, these stations would
generally report an increase of two S
units, or at least a 10 dB increase over
the doublet. Usually, when the doublet
was givin g S-9, they would give "20
over" on the LP. Although a 20 dB gain
would seem exaggerated, the S-m etcr
at this end would generally confirm
thi s increase on their signal when
switching to the LP.

It is realized that many S-meters ex
aggerate, but most are fairl y linear and
can bc used for relative comparisons at
the lower leve ls. Purthcr, the S-meter
here correlated very closely with the
gain f igures reported when switching
to the experimental LP.

Although the ori ginal LP, F ig. 4,
would only have a theoretical gain of
8- 10 dB, LP gain fi gures are ofte n
based on VHF or UHF models tested
over a line-of-sight path. It is noted
that one of the large manufacturers of
commercia l and military HF log
pcriodics (Hy-Gain) rates their 10-12
dB gains "over average soil condl
(ions." It is the refore believed that
thi s first ex perimental LP gives an
honest 8-10 dB gain by averaging
the many reports recei ved fro m vari
ous statio ns to the south over the past
4 years . T he S-meter on the receiver
here is quite "Scotch : ' Ge nerally, if a
station reports a two Scunit or 12 dB
increase when switching from the dou
blet to the LP, the S- meter here nor
mally shows the same increase in his
signal.

Since the original simple 7-element
(LP # 1) for 20 and 15m was put up in
1970, it has continued to give excellent
results and is still being used as of this
writing. Several others having more cl
ements and greater length, providing
greater gain, have been put up and
thoroughly tested. Briefly, these are (in
the order tested):

LP #2. 12-element, 17.8m (70') length
for 20-- 15-IOm. Now being used for
the NE beam for W Is, W2s, and Europe.

LP #3. tz-ctcrrcnr. 6.35111 (25') length
for 15-- 10-601 .

LP #4. 12-e1cment. 10.16m (40' ) length
for 20-1 5- 1010.

LP #5 . #2 tested on edge in the verti
cal plane or vertically po larized for
about two weeks.

LP #6. 13-element, 22.86m (90') length
for 40- 20-15m. This was a "skip
band" type with a portion between the
40 and 20m hands omitted. Two of
these are now being assembled for
pe rmanen t north and south beams.

LP #7. 5-e lement, 12.7m (50') length
for 40m only. (See reference 18.)

LP #8 . Two Svelernent (same as #7)
for 40 only: back-to-back in an in
verted vee configuration suspended by
a single center support line. One
beamed north, one south - exactly
1800 difference. Put up to obtain addi
tional and more accu rate forward gain
and better front-to-back data on 40m.

LP #9. Improved 5-element, 40m
only at increased height for additional
forward gain data . Aimed south . Gave
cons istent 10 dB gain ove r doublet
"standard" at same height.

LP # 1O. 5-element, 10m monoband
LP. (See reference 18.)

LP #11. 1 7 ~e leme nt , 25.4m ( 100')
length for 20- 15- 10, 15.2410 (60')
above ground. This is the permanent
west beam that has a measured 12- 13
dB forward gain to the west. By far the
best and highest gain LP installed here
to date . Side attenuat ion is down 25
30 dB.

LP # 12. o-clcmcnt. 12.7m (50') length.
Experimental for 20m only. 10 dB
gain. Four additional forward paras itic
directors (nondriven) were added later,
but little if any increase in gain could
be nored.

LP # 13. 5-e lement vertical mono
pole LP for 40m only, using ground
plane radials or counterpo ise. Al
though this LP gave a 10 dB gain, it
had an extremely low angle of radia
tion . Was good for DX. hut ho rizontal
doublet type LP #7 or #9 was better for
normal operation.

LP # 14. Same as # 13 exce pt inverted
as an "upside-down" inverted ground



' 1: 38' 12: 70' '4: 40' f7: SO' ' 11 : 102' Exp: 25'
7 els 12els 12 els 5 els 17 ers 5 ers

14-22 MHz 14-3(1 MHz 14-30 MHz 40 only 14-30 MHx 20 only

overen Length (ft.)

Only
$9.95

Plus $3.50 S&H

Omega Sales
P.O. Box 376

Jaffrey, Nil 03452
800-467-7237•

Examination Test
Question s & Answers

The exact questions, multiple choices
and answers f or the Technician Class,

General Class, and Extra Class
operator's license.

The New Pools!
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A Divis ion of Milestone Techno logies , Inc

Everythingfor the
Morse Enthusiast!

Keys, Bugs, Paddles, Keyers,
Books, klts, Tools, Software... .

Free Catalog!

www.MorseX.com
(303) 752-3382

If you are a "Hamil
you are In HamCall,

c.Il~~ B'B~8I:r.e~":ble.
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V_& search intlWests of 44,000 hams.

Searthlordub, military , vanity, silent keys,
name, address , aod~.

Table 2, Element lengths and element spacing distances.

Boom Length

x2 Feeder Wire Req'd

+ Elem&nl Wire

Tola l Wi re

Apex Ang le

A pprox. Gein

For Bands

37,25 68.9 39,55 ..
74.5 137,8 79.1 se

trs 246.5 231.5 a-s

2495 384.3 3106 325

29" (a ~
22"(,, ~ 1 1 ')

36 0 (a ~ 320 (0: ~
14,5' ) 18') 16")

8----10 dB 10 dB ". 10 dB

so-ts 20-15-10 20-15-10 40 only

101.5

203

12-1 3dB

20-15-1 0

24 5
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32" (a :;
16")

10 dB
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e-maila \klfe$$ I:$, <4 ,300 photoI al'ldaSL ceres. 42,000 vanity

calls. and24.000 rere-eeceeto QSl managers.

Showspalhdlstance&beaMg.
Precise la lllud e/longi luOe lor over90%. ofaddr&$!MI$.

HamCall Is $50.00 , indudedls 6 rrontlls free eccess to
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540:894-5777_800 281-5616_ S41k894-9141(to.)
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Fig. 5. W4AEO inverted vee 10K periodic.

Most of the 40m tests were con
ducted over a pe riod of several months
with old friends W 4QS and K4FB U in
Florida at the same time daily. During
this period. four different 40m LPs
were beamed south for Florida at var i
ous times fo r comparison with a good
40m horizontal doublet at Il .43m
(45 '). One 40m LP #8 was also beamed
north for comparisons in that di rection.
All of these LPs produced 8-10 dB gai n
in these directions over the dipole;
however, many of the tests indicated as
much as a 20 dB improvement, which
was confirmed by the Svmctcr at this
end and a number of other stations in
various parts of Florida.

Since the usual 2-element 40m yagi
or two extended 1/2A.s in phase col
linear do not normally exceed 3-4.8
dB gain, the to dB average gain of the
LPs tested is worth considering - es
pecially because of the ir low cost and
ease of construction.

After several months of 15m tests on
#3, we wished to make a direct com
parison with a good yagi aimed in the
same d irec tion. I assembled a 6-ele
ment "Long John" yagi per reference
20, p. 104. This was erected to the side
of LP #3, exactly paralle l and aimed in
the same direction; both were 11.43m
(45'), or about a full wave above

ground.
Several weeks were spent comparing

these two beams. Invariably, YV5DLT
would report LP #3 to be 3-5 dB better
than the yagi. The S-meter readings
here confirmed this.

75 or 80m vertical monopole LP
tests

A Scelement ve rtical monopole, LP
#15, was assembled for 75 m. Since the
mast height limited the longest rear
eleme nt (the reflector) to l6.5 1m (65',
1/4 A. + 5%), this LP was limited to
3.8-4.0 M Hz, and all tes ts were within
this range.

It was soon evident that this ve rtical
beam was strictly fo r longer range
communications, due to its lower angle
of radiat ion. The 112A. 80m di pole
up 45 0 (not an inverted vee) used as

40m LP tests

The most accurate 20 and 15m tests
have been made with my long-time
friend YV5DLT (ex-W5DLT) of
Caracas. We have been constantly test
ing the LPs for several years. He is
able to give very accurate readings on
any changes made here.

During the original testing of the
fi rs t three LPs, schedules were kept
daily between 1200 and 1400 local time
here as these hours gave the worst case
conditions on 20m. Other schedules
were kept on 15m.

It was during this period that the
17.78m (70') LP #2 and the 15 and
10m LP #3 were pu t up for compari
son with the original LP # 1, which had
performed so well on both 20 and
15m . LP #3 was especially good dur
ing the 15m tests, generally showing
5 dB over LP # 1 and even slightly bet
ter than LP #2; however, #3 was aimed
at approximate ly 1650

• Caracas is 1490

true, 1854 miles statute. The other two
LPs were approx imately 1800

• All
three were about the same height
above ground.

YV5DLT-W4AEO tests

quite narrow. At
±SO kHz, the SWR
exceeded 1.5: 1.

3) AS-element

Bruce array on
20m beamed for
Caracas. The gain
was lower than
any of the LPs
tested in that d i
rection; possib ly,
being vertical, the

ang le of radiation may have been too
low for this distance. It was on ly tested
a few weeks.

In addition to the ham LPs as
sembled here , several o the r LPs have
been designed "on paper" for friends
and othe rs, one covering 12- 24 MHz
for several MARS frequencies as well
as 20 and 15m. These incl ude several
commercial LPs for 3-30 M Hz, 2-4,
4-8, 6--12, 8-16 M Hz; and several
VHF and UHF for 30-50, 140-145,
150--470 M Hz, including t\VO for TV:
174-2 15 and 475-750 MHz. Several
have been completely assembled for
others on "cus tom-built" orders.

• ' COJ<'

,•

,.

Fig. 6. Five-element monoband log periodic
- fine for any band /0 through 80m - see the
Aug and Sept. /973 issue.... (if73 Magazine for
derails.
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plane. Strictly an experimental an
tenna to try for an eve n lower angle
of radiation.

LP # 15. 5-elemcnt vertical mono
pole LP for 80m only. Results similar
to 40m monopole, LP #13. Good for
DX but poor for close-by stations.
Gave to dB gain (over 80m doublet at
11.43m. 45') from sta tions greater than
1500 miles.

LP #16. Trapezoidal LP for 20 and
15m only. both the zigzag and the
sawtooth types tested.

In addition to the above LPs de
signed and tested here, several other
direc tional antennas were erec ted for
comparison with the LPs. Some of
these were:

I) A 6-e lement, 15m "Long John"
yag i mentioned below.

2) A 20m phased beam consisting of
two 1/2/..5 in phase, colli near with two
collinear reflectors and two collinear
directors beamed toward Europe. Al
though this showed approximately a
10 dB gain, the lobe was much more nar
row than the NE LP and the bandwidth
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the "standard" was better for distances from 4CX)....500
miles. Beyond this range, the vertical LP was better in the
forward direction. At night the doublet was better to about
1000 miles; beyond, the monopole LP would show its in
crease, giving a good gain over its beamwidth.

For ranges greater than 1000 to 1500 miles, the 75m
monopole, LP # 15, showed at least a 10 dB gain over the
dipole. However, for the normal working range on 80m or
75m, the doublet was better for the shorter distances.

A similar tes t using a 5-element 40m vertical monopole,
LP # 13, was conducted. with results similar to the 75m test.
The horizontal dou blet-type 5-element 40m LPs #7,8, or 9
were better for normal operations, and the vertical mono
pole for DX . This beam was aimed NW.

During a predawn 40m test with LP # 13, a W7 (working a
V K on phone) in the NW, about 2,000 miles from here. was
monitored. On repeated Scmctcr readings taken, the mono
pole was consistently 2 S-units or 12 dB better than on the
40m dipole when receiving the W7 in line with the monopole
beam.

B E A M

WOOD POLE
4 0 ·50 11 l80m)
3 5 '40fl,(40m)

8 AL UN

FE EDER
I

COA X TO SHACK

EA RTH GROUND TO COAll:
(CLOSE TO BA LU N)
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........ WOOD STAKES TO SUPPORT
COUNTE RPOISE ABOUT lOll
AB OVE GROUND

Fig. 7. Vertical dipole log periodic - acreage-saver model.

Receiving advantages of the log periodic

In addition to the excellent forward gain of the LP
\\:hich is quite apparent to those being worked, the re
ceived gain is also quite noticeable. Another plus factor
of the LP is its exce llent diversity or "capture" effect
during reception .

When QSB is bad on the dipole used as the "standard,"
switching to the LP reduces fad ing considerably, since the
"readabili ty" on the LP is much better.

Evidently the number of elements and its "boom length"
produces the divers ity effect due to its size and length com
pared with the doublet or even a smaller 3- or 4-element
beam. The greater the number of elements and the greater
its length. the better it performs for reception in addition
to the increased gain apparent on both transmission and
reception.

For those more acquainted with the yagi, the LP can be
considered as a multi-element, unidirectional endfi re array
having a driven (rear) reflector, a II2A driven "active" ra
diator, and a numher of forward-driven directors .

LP theory implies that for a given discrete frequency
within its bandwid th, 5 elements are generally excited or
driven as an "active cel l." However, while testing the
17.78m (70'). 12-element LP #2, it was exc ited with low
power on 20m. RF voltage could be detected (usi ng a neon
bulb) on all elements except the long rear (reflec tor) ele
ment. The second or 112), driven element (on 20m) was
quite "hot" at the ends, as would he expected. The RF volt
age on the 'driven director elements 3, 4-11, and 12 de
creased gradually toward the forward end. Some RF could
still be detected on the short forward element, 12.

Evidently these multi-clement. driven direc tors add gain
and also possibly help lower the angle of radiation in the E

Continued on page 26
Fig. 8. Single-band vertical monopole - f or 40 or 80m. About
10 dB gain.
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Fig. 10. i -elemens vertical monopole log periodic
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Fixed beam antennas vs. rotaries

Compared with the yagi

As more hams no douht use yagis than
other beams, these will be compared
first. A well designed and properly ad
justed 3- or 4-element monoband yagi
should give abou t the same gain as a
moderate-size 20- 15- IOm LP when
both are at the same height above
ground. T he LP will, of course, cover
all frequencies 14 and 28 MHz and can
be operated with a comparatively fla t
SWR any place in the three bands. The
bandwidth of a high-Q yagi may be
limited to a portion of a band as the
bandwidth at resonance may be only
2.5%.

Compared with a triband yagi for
20-15 -lOm, which is ge nerally a com
promise antenna, the LP should give
the greater gain.

An advantage in using several fixed
beams over a single rotary is that they
can be switched instantl y from one to
the other (and to the doublet used as a
"standard"), whereas it takes some time
for the rotary to swing, making quantita
tive readings difficult (especially when
QSB is bad).

Another item noted during the first
year these LP tests were started: About
half the stations worked during the
winter of ' 70-' 71, using rotaries,
would come back, "Sorry OM, I can' t
swing my beam, it is frozen up for the
winter." I noted less of thi s problem
the second winter. Evidently be tte r
rota tors are be ing used.

The following comments arc com
pari sons of the LP with several other
beams.

of Australia. The side attenuation of
this long LP is down 25- 30 dB.

A WI. -2 or -3 could use one or two
LPs to cover most of the states. A W6
with an LP beamed east would cover
most of the east coast. At this QTH, 4
LPs will cover most continents of In
terest: NE, Europe; east, Africa (and
Australia long path); SE or south,
South America; west, Australi a; and
NW - Alaska, Japan , e tc . One for
SW may be tried later for long path to
Europe.

The forward lobe
of the LP is gener
ally wider (about
90- 100· be am
width) than that
of a well designed
yagi; however, for
a large fixed beam,
this is good, as it
can be aimed to
cover a certain
part of the coun
try or a particular
DX continent. For
example, the NE
(LP #2) covers
Europe quite well
and the 30.48m
long, 17-element
westbeam (LP #11)

seems to cover all

Front-to-beck
ratio

in the H plane.
This may be the
reason the appar
ent gain generally
exceeded the theo
retical during tests.

The forward
lobe

The front-to-back
of the LP is gen
erally less than
that of a we ll-de
signed monoband
yagi. The LP seems
to be 14-15 dB
maximum with 10
to 13 dB as typi
cal. From the tests
made here, the
front-to-beck im
proves as the LP
is raised to at
least a l /2/.... above
ground (at its lowest
cutoff frequency).

The front-to-beck or the 40rn dipole LPs
(DLP) tested appeared to be better for
the horizontal than the inverted vee
config uration, as would be expected,

and the forward
gain also better.
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plane and concentrate the forward lobe

Fig. 9. 15-element 20/ IS/ lOm periodic.
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Continued on page 59

prese nted here. (See references 2, 3
4,5,8,1 1 and 13.)

To simpl ify the design and eli minate
the formulas entire ly, Table 2 presents
in tabu lar form some of the doublet
type LPs (DLP) assembled and tested
here for the ham bands as mentioned
above. (Dimensions fo r single band
LPs were given by reference 18.)

This tabulation gives frequency hand
width, element lengths and element
spacings, overall (boom) length, apex
angle, etc., of each.

Similar information on the vertical
monopole LPs for 40m and 80m IS

supp lied by Fig. 10.
If space is available for an LP at

your QTH, at least one of these can be
tried .

Fig. 4 is a sketch ill ustrating four
masts used to support a typical DLP
for 20-15- IOm. These masts can be in
expensive 12.20m (40') collapsible
guyed TV masts, power poles, towers,
trees (as used here). or other supports
if available.

Fig. 5 illustrates two high and four
stub masts for an inverted Vclog-P
which I call my "t,,-log-P" configuration.

Fig. 6 illustrates a simple 5-e1ement
monoband LP that requires the least
space. This is especially adapted for
40m. (See reference 18 for complete
information.)

F ig. 7 illustrates an "acreage-saver,"
using a DLP on edge in the vertical
plane. This only requires one high and
one lower mast and little width.
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Compared with phased arrays

The SWR of log periodics

To date I have only made comparisons
with two phased arrays on 20: a Scele
ment Bruce and a 6-e lement collinear
array mentioned above, both strictly
single band antennas . Neither gave the
performance of the LPs. I do plan to
tes t the LP vs. a multi-element Sterba
curta in or similar stacked arrays later.

The first step is to determine if space
is avai lable for the LP when beamed in
the des ired direction. The second step
is to decide the desired bandwidth or
the bands it must cover and the gain
desired. These will, of course, deter
mine the size (length) of the LP and if
it will "fi t" the space avai lable.

The long rear element (reflector)
must be at least 5% longer than the
lowest cutoff frequency. The short
forward ele ment should be 50%
shorter than the high freq uen cy cu t
off. The pages of math requi red for
thei r complete design will not be

Log per iodic site selection

As a genera l ru le, the SWR of an LP
does not exceed 2: lover the band
width for which it is des igned, i.e., 14
28 MHz. From the tests here, the SWR
over an entire band, 7.0-7.3; 14.0
14.35, or 2 1.0-2 1.45 does not exceed
1.5: I . Table 1 gives some of the read
ings taken from several of the LPs
tested . (Also see reference 18 for SWR
readings taken on the monoband LPs.)

Compared with a r hom bic

Of all the contac ts made while test
ing these LPs dur ing the past four
years, not a sing le station worked
(most using yagis for 20, IS and 10)
had a doublet for use as a "standard"
or test antenna for comparison with
this beam . Many have been most coop
erative in rotating their yagis the full
3600 to demonstrate the front-to-beck,
but none were able to demon strate its
forward gain. The front-to-beck on
some of the monoband yagis was quite
good, whi le others were very poor.

One MARS station worked had both
a rotatable LP and a yagi. He ob liged
by rotating the LP 3600, which gave a
good demonstration of its pattern. When
both antennas were beamed in this di
rection, the LP showed greater gain;
however, he did not have specifications
on the yagi.

An advantage of having several
fi xed beams for various directions is
that they can be selected instantly by a
coax switch or relay. This allows for
more accurate data in comparing an
tennas. Even under fading conditions,
a fair comparison can be made by
switching rap idly and averaging the
readings .

Anyone having room for a rhombic
certainly has room for several LPs for
various directions and is then not limited
to one direction as with the rhombic.

The Tel engineers (Technology for
Communications International of Moun
tain View CAl advertise their "Ex
tended Aperture" LP, which is only
60.98m (200') in length and has a gain
of 17 dBi. A rhombic to produce this
gain requires a length of 5 1S.29m x
228.66m (1 700' x 750') width according
to the TCI ads.

Further, the gain of a rhombic gener
ally decreases at its low frequency end
(fewer wavelengths per leg). whereas
the gain of the LP is approximately the
same over its bandwidth. If anythi ng,
at least from the tests here, the LP
seems to give slightly better gain at the
low frequency cutoff end. The forward
lobe of the LP is generally wider than
the rhombic, req uiring less acc urate
aiming than the latter.
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area as near the shore line as possible .
with the beam aimed seaward toward a
DX continent. Those lucky enough to
have such a location would no doubt
have excellent results with a monopole
LP having a 10 dB gain on 40m or
80m. One aimed across a lake might
also be good.

A vertical monopole for bo th 40m
and 80m of the "skip band" type is not
ou t of reason, but would require at
least 45_73m (150') in length by
42 .68m ( 140') or 6,042.44m' (2 1.000
sq. fee t) of open space, which is qu ite
an area unless you arc lucky enough to
live on a ranch or farm.

Next time. we' II get into the step-by
step procedure for assembling simple,
inexpensive 2: I ban dwidth DLPs for
20- 15- lOm. single band LPs for 40m
or 20m, and 40m or 80m vert ical
monopoles. fa

CIlLENDIIII [UINTS
conruue-djrorn page 41

Televi s io n Socie ty will hold its BRATS
Mary land Hamlest and Computer Fest on
Sunday. July 27th , at the Timonium
Fai rgrounds. York Rd . 0 11 1-695 , 1-83.
Directions: Take 1-695 (the Baltimore Beltway)
to Exit 24 (1-83 North). From 1·83, take Exit 17
(Padonia Ad. East). then turn right at the 3rd
traffic light onto York Rd. Continue south on
York Ad. to the Fairgrounds entrance. You can
also take the MTA Light Hail to the Timonium
Park. & Aide stop, or park. in the Timonium Park
& Aide lot on Deereco Ad. Talk-in on the
147.03(+), 145.13(+), 224.96 and 448.325
MHz rp trs. Grounds open for tai lgat ing at
6 a.m. Building opens at8 a.m. Accessible to
the hand icapped . Vendors can setup
beginning at 2 p.m. on Saturday. Admission is
$6 per adult, children under 12 free .Tailgating
spaces are $10 each, first come , first served.
No advance reservations for tailgating spaces.
VE exams will be given at 9 a.m. only; check
in is at 8:30. Pre-registration is required. To
pre-register call John Creel WB3GXWat 301 
572-5124, after 6 p.m. For further info see the
Web page at [http://www.bratsatv.org!: E-mail
[hamfesl @bratsatv.org]: call or fax 410461 
0086:orwrite BRATS Hamfest, P.O. Box 5915.
Baltimore MD 2 1282-59 15.

ContiJl ued on paye 61
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ALFARATA, PA Juniata Valley ARC Hamfest,
6:30 a.m. General admiss ion. 8:00 a.m .
Morning and noon lood items ava ilable.

Yes, I Built Sixteen
Log Periodic Antennas!
continued j rom page 2 7

Say You SlIW It in 7J!

Hosfelt Electronics. Inc .
2700 Sunse t Blvd.
Steubenville . OB 43952
1-800-524-6464

All Electronics Corporation
905 S. Vermont Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90006
1-800-826-5432 III

Parts sources

Performance

Although it cannot compete with the
best magnet ic headphones that exist, it
performs well. The strongest local AM
stations can easily be heard. and some
times on a good. night more distant
ones can be heard. too.

Now Hear This!
conrinuedjrom page 19

diaphragm touching the na il head .
Th is is easier than you may think. A
piece of cork gasket mate ria l was CUi

to fit on the piece of wood with the
protruding nail head. Before gluing in
place check the clearance with the
magnet attached . It may be necessary
to file down the nail head a little more
to gain clearance. A few finishing
touches : ( I) Glue a piece of circuit
board to the back and solde r the #32
wire leads. (2) Fabricate a covering for
the diap hragm from wood or alumi
num with a 1/2" hole in the middle ;
make a spacer of thin cardboard (ap
proximate thickness of two index cards)
to go between the covering and the dia
phragm edges: secure with screws in
the four corn e rs . Congra tu lati on s !
Your home-brew magnetic headphone
is complete. Have fun!

obtain resonance. Three se ts of full
size tuned radials for each band are
provided with the antenna.

The M aldol mo nobander antenna
is the si mplest. smallest. and least
frilled of all the antennas I used. Sev
eral have experimented using two of
these as a rotata ble dipole . with
some real success. fa

This one is only suited for the higher
ban ds due to the rear mast height. The
vertical DLP will usually have a lower
angle of radiation than an equivalent
horizontal DLP. It wi ll generally no t be
too good for short- haul on 20m or
15m. but might be bette r on longer,
multihop c ircuits. The one tested he re
worked extreme ly well on 10m.

Being vertically polarized. it is marc
subject to man-mad e QRM. This type
is only suggested as a space saver or
possibly for mounting on the roof of a
building where length may be avail
ab le but wi th insufficient width for a
four-mast horizontal DLP.

Fig. 8 illustrates a single band verti 
cal monopole LP using ground radials
suited for a 40m or 80m beam.

The advan tage of the monopole is
that only a single high rear mast is re
quired (which might be the tower for a
rotary beam), plus a shorter wood pole
for the forward mast. As the vertica l
radiating elements are only 1/4/.. the
rear mast can be approximately one
ha lf that required for a vert ical DLP.
Fig. 7, for the same frequency. A rear
mast height (for Fig. 8) of 15.24m
(50') is required for 40m; 22.87m (75 ')
fo r 3.8-4.0 M Hz; or 24.39m (80 ') for
3.5-4.0 M Hz.

The disad vantage is that at least 30%
more antenna wire is required for the
monopole LP using ground radials,
compared with a DLP.

A vertical beam of this type should
have an open area in the di rection of
the beam. Aiming toward a hill . heavy
wooded area. etc .. should be avoided
due to its low angle of radiation. From
the tests made here , a two- or three
story dwelli ng in the beam's pa th
seems to give about 5 dB attenuation.
No doubt the plumbing. electrical wir~
ing, or a ir conditioning ducts eithe r
resonate or give suffic ient screening to
cause this attenuation. It is therefore
suggested that vertical beams he used
only on open terrain having good
ground conductivity. Avoid trees or

----------------1 other obstacles in the path of the beam.
The ideal location for a vertical

beam of th is type would be at a coastal




